OUR ITALIAN REPORT FROM LUNDE (NORWAY)
Today we want to tell you about our experience in Norway (from 29th
November 2015 to 5th December 2015).
We are four secondary school pupils of the IC "Bagheria IV - Aspra"
situated in Aspra. We introduce ourselves: Sofia (class 2A), Serena (class
2B), Alessio and Flavio (class 3A).

Once at the airport of Torp in Norway, Anders, a Norwegian school
teacher, picked up with the school bus and took to a hostel in Lunde. The
evening our teachers went to dinner to a Chinese restaurant but we
decided to stay in the hostel to play together.

The next day we headed to the school where we met our European
schoolmates, young Greeks, British, Polish, Norwegian, Maltese and
Estonian and in groups, we worked a special material, felt type to make
sort of seat cover.
In the evening, to know us much better, we went to the school for a
dinner offered by the mayor of the town of Lunde and on that occasion
each country presented a video, a song, or a dance; we introduced
ourselves with our typical dance: tarantella ...... we made a great
impression.

On Tuesday and Wednesday we continued the project activities within
the school and in the evening, we had dinner in the hostel with pizza and
played between us. On Tuesday we also went ice skating ... ..we all fallen
a couple of times but it was fun. We also roasted bread and sausages
using twigs, in a forest near the ice rink.

On Wednesday evening it was organized an international dinner, where
each state prepared some dishes that then together we tasted.

On Thursday we presented the work carried out and after we went to
visit an agrarian school.

The Agrarian School and the surroundings

In the evening all the guys met in the hostel to eat pizza and play games
together.

On Friday we went to visit the city of Oslo where we bought a few
souvenirs and ate at McDonald's with our teachers. We visited many
places and we visited a park where we fed the ducks. We returned to the
hostel at about eight in the evening and had dinner. On Saturday morning
around nine we took the bus to the airport and here “finished our
adventure”.

We hope to repeat an experience like this!
Sofia, Serena, Alessio, Flavio

